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70' s music radio streaming

Today, users stream music and audio across devices: smartphones, tablets and voice-controlled speakers, such as Amazon's Echo Dot and Google's home appliances. They use services like Pandora, Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon Music, and more to stream their favorite music. But how much data does the music stream use? The amount of data that
music streaming services use depends on the streaming quality settings in the app. Quality settings are measured at bit rates, which is the rate at which data is processed or transferred. The higher the bit rate, the better the quality of the music when you listen to it. For example, Apple Music is at 256 Kbps (kilobits per second), while Spotify Premium reaches
320 Kbps. Most services allow you to change the quality setting based on your subscription type and how you listen to music (e.g. via Wi-Fi or mobile network). In terms of data usage, 320 Kbps translates to about 2.40 MB per minute of audio or 115.2 MB per hour. So streaming music for an entire 8-hour workday will chew through almost 1 GB of data. When
it comes to individual music streaming services, each has slightly different quality rates. For some, it's because of the types of music files they use; for others, is based on the subscription level for each customer. Pandora Free: Wi-Fi music streams at 128 Kpbs and will use about 60-70 MB per hour. Pandora Free: Mobile data streams music at 64 Kpbs
automatically and will use about 30 MB per hour. Pandora Plus or Premium: Wi-Fi or mobile data automatically uses 192 Kbps and will use about 90 MB per hour. Each paid Pandora account has a selection of low (32 Kpbs), standard (64 Kpbs), and high quality (192 Kpbs) streaming no matter how you listen. It is default to high quality unless otherwise
changed. Spotify offers different streaming quality options based on the listener subscription level, not the device it listens to. Both free and premium accounts have automatic, low, regular and high streaming levels, while premium gets a very high quality option in addition. Whether you're listening through your desktop, smartphone, or tablet, Spotify music
broadcasts: Automatic (free &amp; premium): Spotify will adjust streaming quality based on your network connection. Low (free &amp; premium): Streams music at 24 Kbps and will use about 90 MB per hour (or 0.09 GB per hour). Normal (free &amp; premium): Streams music at 96 Kbps and will use about 345 MB per hour (or 0.35 GB per hour). High (free
&amp; premium): Streams music at 160 Kbps and will use about 576 MB per hour (or GB per hour). Very high (premium only): Music streams at 320 Kbps and will use about 1.2 GB per hour. Amazon has not officially disclosed the streaming quality of their music service available to Prime members or the separate Amazon Music Unlimited. General
Consensus Online is the audio quality options area from 48 Kbps to 320 Kbps, Kbps, on flow quality. Listeners can choose the quality option based on how they listen, which is appropriate for the hours you listen on mobile networks. At the low end, you would use about 175 MB or 0.175 GB per hour, while at the high end, you would use about 1.2 GB per
hour. Unlike other music streaming services, Apple Music streams at 256 Kbps regardless of how you listen, which means you'd use about 1 GB per hour. Based on previous information, see how much data you would use in different programs. In a 2GB mobile data plan, you can stream up to 47 hours of low-quality music28 hours of normal-quality music17
hours of high-quality music In a 5GB cellular data plan, you can stream up to: 117 hours of low-quality music70 hours of normal-quality music42.5 hours of high-quality music In a 10GB mobile data plan, you could stream up to: 234 hours of low-quality music140 hours of normal-quality music85 hours of high-quality music, unless you have unlimited mobile
data in your smartphone plan, you'll want to learn how to manage music streaming data. Stream only via Wi-Fi. The first option is to stream music only when connected to Wi-Fi. In addition to saving data usage you'll enjoy, Wi-Fi signals tend to be more powerful, so you won't suffer from signal degradation and low-quality bit rates. ISPs may still optimize your
bandwidth, but not to the same extent as your wireless organization. Upgrade your music streaming account. Some, such as Pandora and Spotify, offer higher quality bitrates to paid listeners, but they also offer more listening options. Customize your playlists, download songs or entire albums, and more with your paid account. Set the streaming app to listen
offline. Most music streaming services offer the ability to download audio content for offline listening. This is perfect for times when you can't connect to Wi-Fi or a mobile Internet network for real-time streaming. Depending on the service you use and your subscription level, you'll be able to download different audio content. For example, Pandora makes
specific content eligible for download, while Spotify lets you download up to 10,000 songs. Most services also require you to keep your subscription to continue listening to downloaded music. Once your subscription expires, the songs are removed from your account/app. Use an app Data. For mobile users, there are data management apps that you can
install to track your data usage. They'll monitor your usage, and then notify you before you run out of data usage. Some data management apps to keep in mind are: Tracking usage in the Mobile Provider app. The ultimate strategy for tracking your data usage is to use your mobile service provider's app. Most of them offer the ability to track your data usage
in real time through their apps, as well as send you notifications as soon as you reach predefined usage levels. For example, T-Mobile sends one by one message at 80 percent and 100 percent use of any service (text, voice, or data), while Sprint sends a message for most programs to 75 percent, 90 percent and 100 percent use of any service. Contact your
mobile operator to download their branded app. Thank you for letting us know! Tell us why! If you are looking for something good to listen to, you have tons of services, both free and paid (both) to choose from. With Grooveshark now sadly departed, it's time to take a fresh look at the world of music streaming, and see who comes out on top. This week, we're
looking for five of the best, based on your nominations. Music service Grooveshark (one of our favorite music streaming services) closed its doors today as a ... Read moreAnseries in the week we asked you which music streaming services were the best, whether they were old or new, and which ones you thought were the best. With grooveshark gone, we
needed someone to replace our previous two-time poll winner, and there appeared tons of big nominations. Here it is, in no particular order: Streaming music services come and go, and while some of the big names are always popular, that... Read moreGoogle Play MusicG/O Media can get a panel2-Pack: Juku STEAM Encoding KitsGoogle Play Music has
been around for some time, but you might not know it by how often Google updates, improves, and adds more features to the service. It launched in beta back in 2011 as essentially a cloud-based music player, so you can take your entire music collection with you wherever you went. Then he gave us a scan-and-match in 2012 so we got high-quality
versions of crappy mp3s that he downloaded years ago, introduced subscription-based Google Play Music All Access in 2013, rolled YouTube into the mix with YouTube Music Key last year, and even just recently added curated playlists, instant mixes, and more. Overall, you can't say that Google neglects the service, and its 30 million song catalog, all
streaming in 320kbps MP3 format, keeps its listeners happy. As a combination music player and store, you can upload your own collection (up to 50,000 songs), pair it so you have better versions of the songs you own, and then have the option to fill in the blanks in your collection with songs and albums from the Google Play Music store. Even if you don't
want to buy, you can just sit down and listen to playlists that are created automatically (using technology from songza, which we'll get to later, and which Google in 2014), internet radio, unlimited streaming of any song on the list (with subscription to All Access) and more based on the music you already own and enjoy. Streaming is on demand with offline
access for your favorite tunes, so you can keep listening on a plane or anywhere you don't have internet access. Now, with the inclusion of Music Key and Music and YouTube-based playlists, Google Music is expanding its realm to include those people who use YouTube as its main music discovery and playback service The service is available in 58
countries, with a free 30-day trial for all information, after which it is $10/month. Even if you don't sign up for All Access, Google Music is an excellent cloud-based music storage and playback service. Today Google unveiled Google Play Music All Access, a subscription music and online radio service Read moreTh of you who suggested Google Play Music
praised both free and paid versions of the service to help you both save and expand your music collections and access all your devices. Many of you also praised how well their browser player works, even in environments where other music streaming services are blocked, and the fact that Google Play Music makes it so easy to watch a folder full of tunes
that you can simply drag and drop new music and upload it immediately so you can listen to it on your phone is a nice bonus. In fact, the ease of use for money and the breadth of music selection were some of the features won over so many of you, and the fact that many of you also use it as a file and online storage for all your songs makes it even better
than many of the other options. Some of you prefer Google Play Music now especially since the Google songza market means a lot of these old mood-based and curated playlists managed to make their way to Play Music, and others are excited about what YouTube Music Key offers, since subscribers receive either all the features of both for the same price.
You can read more love (and some criticism) in the (very long) nomination thread here. SpotifyWingy when Spotify came to the US back in 2011, it ended an era of tones from us using VPNs and other tricks to access overseas. Even so, Spotify is so well established, not only in the US, but also in the other 60 countries where the service has over 60 million
users. The service has gone a long way in this time too-apart from regular updates and redesigns, Spotify also now makes it easy to listen to all your music offline, giving you a break on the cost of multiple household bills (and student accounts!), and more. Spotify boasts a list of over 20 million songs that you can browse by artist, genre, album, or simply
search for a specific track, tons of full albums to listen to in both its free and paid versions, the option to make and share playlists for any mood, event, or whim that can you have, scrobbling to Last.fm, and internet radio based on artist, genre, or mood that allows you to sit back and do other things while Spotify finds songs you'll like. Spotify also has its own
app ecosystem that other streaming services use to pull music out of it (and give you access to your own music), and allows you to roll in music on your phone or computer to listen in the same interface. In fact, there's a ton of Spotify features under the hood that you may not have tried, and they're worth a look. Spotify's free version gives you a ton of these
features, but upgrading to premium movies from ads gives you to mobile applications, allows you to download music and listen offline, higher quality audio streams (320kbps Vorbis files versus the 160kbps Vorbis format that free users get, although applications can play local mp3 and AAC files as well), and more. Premium is $10/month, and you can sign up
for a 3 month trial for $1.Spotify is one of the most popular music streaming services out there, but most of us don't use... Read moreThings of you who suggested Spotify praised for being one of the first, and almost ubiquitous, search for a song and instantly play it services that also allow you to keep that song and listen to it whenever you want. You liked to
make and share playlists that you could then update and modify with the help of the people you shared it with, as well as the option to add friends to Spotify to share music and see what other people were listening to. Others of you say that Spotify is a piece of the gold standard — the streaming service that counts others — and that you're happy to pay for
your premium account for improved sound quality and, of course, lack of ads. Many of you said you prefer Spotify's approach to the artist-based genre or radio, and some of you praised their offers and discounts for students and families, which can lead to a much-needed price cut on a monthly service. You can read more in this nomination thread, or this, or
this one here. Pandora Says many people prefer streaming music services that include internet radio along with the option to search for and play anything, or the ability to store their own music catalogs, Pandora keeps things simple (and, conversely, affordable) by sticking to what it does best, and has done well since it launched in 2000: Streaming,
interesting and genre-based internet radio. Pandora's model is simple— you create internet radio stations based on genres, artists or songs, and you sit back and thumb up or down the songs you listen to to further improve the station. Pandora is the custodian of the Music Genome Project, a huge collection of artists and styles and how they relate to each
other, and that technology is built into the Pandora service. Even though it was never your favorite general music service, it was our favorite internet radio service, and not too long ago we gathered a ton of great Pandora stations to listen to while you work. Pandora doesn't sit still either. The new Pandora Premieres station broadcasts them albums weeks
before they are available for purchase, after some controversy about their prices, they showed that they listen to their community even if they want to make more money. The service comes in free and premium (in the form of Pandora One) flavors, with over 250 million users in the United States, Australia and New Zealand. Free users receive ad-supported
radio stations streaming online with 64k AAC+ online, and Pandora One users receive a boost, streaming 192kbps online. Pandora streams to 128 kpbs on home stereo devices, and mobile phones all get streams that vary in quality depending on the signal, but no more than 64K AAC+. Pandora One users receive more detours per hour and listen without
advertising. The premium service will set you back $5/month or $55/year, with your choice of monthly or annual charge. Music while you work is one of life's pleasures, but finding the right music to listen to is not... Read moreThings of you who suggested Pandora said that you often use it in conjunction with another streaming service, because you really
appreciate the way Pandora handles music for you without having to raise your finger. Many of you mentioned the usual issues that Pandora has always had-repeating in songs and often boring stations, but others pointed out that once you've tuned a station you like, listening to some of the same things again means you're listening to songs you really like,
which can't be a bad thing. Others pointed out that you use Pandora One in situations where you like streaming, but don't want to use a ton of data, such as streaming on the go in the car (this is my personal use case) or when you're abroad, or drinking office wi-fi. Others pointed out that Pandora makes multi-genre stations right, especially when other
services don't, and that it's ideal when you want to press a button and have music to listen to, without spending time creating playlists or searching for music. You can read more in his appointment thread here. Amazon Prime MusicAmazon Prime Music may be one of the newest contenders in the roundup, having only launched last year, and only boasting
about a million songs in its lineup. Even so, Prime Music adds more music all the time, and it's completely free if you have an Amazon Prime account (which you might be doing anyway.) Prime Music places all that music on all your devices, both iOS and Android, thanks to the Amazon MP3 app, and can also play local music files. While you're signed in and
signed in to Amazon, you can download and play any of the songs in the Prime Music catalog, keep them for offline listening, or broadcast them directly on the web. You can also take advantage of Amazon Cloud Player to store your own music in the cloud, as well as shop and buy new music at the same time. While Amazon's discrete services are all subtly
interwoven with the name, the entire collection combines to give you a service that looks a lot like Google Play Music, where you can upload your own tunes and listen to them on the go, buy new music to add to your collection or download for on your computer or offline, and free music that comes with having a premium (a la, Amazon Prime) account that
you can listen to anywhere, anytime. Amazon Prime Music also recently introduced features such as man-curated playlists based on specific artists, genres, or moods in the form of prime playlists, and Prime Stations that give you internet radio with unlimited detours and the ability to tune in to suit your preferences. The hearing is free and is included in the
Prime membership. It's also. Also. noting that prime music streams and downloads are all variable bitrate (average 256kbps) MP3 format, without DRM (although all files have metadata that is recognizable in your Amazon account). Amazon quietly got the wrappers from Amazon Prime Music this morning, a new ad-free music streaming Read more of you
who specifically praised it for being great in large part because it works with your existing music collection, gives you tons of free music to listen to since you're already Prime subscribers, and of course the fact that you can also get free digital versions of music you've already purchased on Amazon (on CD , vinyl, or mp3 format) automatically added to your
account. Many of you love the custom stations and free internet radio offered with Prime Music, and while most of you are not in love with the UI, there are some things you should love about it. You can read more in the nomination thread here. Amazon launched its new AutoRip service today. The service works with the Amazon MP3 store to give ... Read
moreplug.djPlug.dj is a curious additioin to the lineup, partly because it's not technically a streaming service (like, it doesn't keep its own catalogue of music to listen to or mobile apps to let you get your music on the go), but rather a huge community of music fans and listeners who love to share and listen to music (including some of us here at Lifehacker.)
The service has been around for a while , but really came into his own when Turntable.fm closed, leaving a popular copycat of the original service that was suddenly more popular, more rich in features, and more well liked than the one that closed its doors. Plug.dj supports the search of the website's database of shared music by users, YouTube videos, and
other web-based music sources to create playlists, and of course, to play for a crowd in a room where users turn DJing for everyone who listens to the stream. Users in the room then vote the songs up or down to show their approval (or lack thereof) and influence the flow of the room in general. Even if you start a room just by yourself just to listen to your
favorite songs both from your computer and from all over the web, it's a great way to pass the time, and if you prefer to sit back and listen to another DJ, or a collection of rotating songs in a fun and active community environment , you can do this too. The service encourages you to participate though, with virtual costumes and stickers for your avatar. The
service has gone too far being a turntable clone though-there are tons of communities and rooms to join, an on-site currency that you can use to buy costumes and avatars, and a premium account that is $3/month or $30/year that unlocks all avatars and badges, special status as a paying member (which others can see in chat), and more. This, in addition to
the real money purchases you can make (usually costumes and avatars), help keep the service afloat. In addition, plug.dj has always been open to users and is available to anyone who wants to register. There's something special about playing music for the crowd, and Turntable.fm can't close... Read moreOf course, it should be pointed out that plug.dj
encouraged his users to nominate (and support his appointment in droves) this for the top five here, but leaving aside the fact that it's not a music service in the same spirit as others here, even if they didn't, probably would have gotten the support to make the top five. Even if it's definitely different, it's a great way to sit and listen to music at the touch of a
button, locker rooms or different types of music based on your mood or whatever you want to hear, or join and start looking for tunes and building playlists if you want to. Plus, it's just fun to use. The community is huge, and it's not uncommon that you can hop into the area in the middle of the night and find a room filled with people all rocking out to some
great music. Popular DJs and other supporters often stop and host DJ rooms in the area, and the social aspect not only attracts people, it keeps them connected to the site. Don't take my word for it though, you can read the absolutely huge nomination thread here to find out more. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them to the vote to fix the
lifehacker favorite community: Honorary Mentions of The Week honorary mentions come out in Rdio, which many of you pointed out has been the best, most attractive and fun to use interface of any service you've tried, including many of the above. Both mobile apps and desktop tools work well, give you the right to your music, and give you a radio tailored
to your liking, musicians you already like, and a huge collection of music for free (or for $10/month if you want additional features like ad-free streaming, playlists, and full album listening.) Rdio also offers reduced membership for families, students, or even web-only listeners that can save you a few dollars on a generally undervalued streaming service that
deserves more attention. You can read more praise in his appointment thread here. Another honorable mention this week comes out in Songza, which arguably was the first web search for what you want to hear and play services, even if back in those days you didn't let you keep the song you wanted to hear to hear it again. The service has since evolved
into an amazing source for human-created playlists and radio stations, and was of the first to offer mood-based stations and playlists that gave you something to listen to based on how you feel. Again, another highly underrated service, but not so underrated that it escaped the notice of Google, who acquired it last year and incorporated many of its most
popular features into Google Play Music. You can read more in his appointment thread here. Do you have anything to say about one of the contenders? You want to make the case for your favorite staff, even if it is not included in the List? Remember, the top five are based on your most popular nominations since the invitation to the thread candidates from
earlier in the week. Don't just complain about the top five, let us know what your preferred alternative is and make your case for it in the discussions below. Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite had stayed out, you didn't get the nominations needed in the call for position candidates to make the top five. We
understand it's a bit of a popularity contest. Do you have a proposal for Hive Five? Send us an email at tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com!Title photo by Jonathan Grado. Grado.
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